Globalization in leisure times activities and challenges for creating appropriate places
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ABSTRACT: This article is come from Of anthropological and architectural that responses to the main The main question that now a user-entered the architectural features have to be able to attract young people and direct them for the good use of this days and for this, first we have to explain the leisure meaning and the important of this and also the globalization and the effects on the leisure time and finally such been concluded that the architects in design spaces, leisure with the acceptance globalization and its dimensions should space design.
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INTRODUCTION

Lecture time and spending is the new subject after industrial revolution and growth in industry and technology. That attract the sociologist and this is an important subject in social science. The meaning of leisure time against conflicts and days job that bring fatigue and the meaning and explaining is for new courses in social science as sociology of leisure time and Anthropology of leisure time that is a important subject.

In industrial society, life and business for human is from natural condition that is people lives naturally and have job and free leisure time. Thy got influence from society social and culture and limited time that is existing is come from the traditional leisure time. This problems by the prohibition of child labor free and compulsory education and the gradual increase in the average age of the study and further delayed entry into the labor market, the increase in life expectancy and also increase the age of marriage and life improving (Sarokhani, 1991), leisure make up much like the rest of the industrialized societies. Way of spending more on new patterns of life. this kind of approach is less graduation technology is now linked religious - corrosion. This traditionally development of practical skills and useful life are also causing problems people endure until they can take the problems of their life easily (Roberts, 1999).

Literature review

The concept of leisure

"A series of occupations of the people after it is released from the requirements of the job, family and community in order to relax, have fun, develop information, education, nonprofit and community involvement to apply. (Torkildsen, 2001).

Matters Leisure

All aspects of life are associated with the time of Aristotle. Graduation is the goal of all human behavior and meaning to the action of the all the actions some researcher for leisure time and the effects and role of this leisure in creating people personality. For example Gerald B. Fitz sad spending the leisure time correctly affects in people and the incorrect spending is the reason for become perverse (salahshoor and namazi 1991).

Bechartadiyer (2001) in a study to examine how young people experience and personal competencies through participation in activities that are appropriate. This study shows how a group of young Icelandic management challenges in modern societies with leisure activities to build useful. Sociological theories also suggest that use of some addictive drugs have side subculture and people to have fun and enjoy your free time to fill, and use of these drugs. (parker 1999).
**Concept of Globalization**

With modern development around the world, also began to. Giddens argues that modernity location of the rupture area, distant relationship because (among those things are unified in the face of a location), and in fact may. This is more than any other musical instrument called the global nature of modernity (Giddens, 1998).

Indeed, globalization is simply "sense of scale, growth, quickly find and deepen the impact trends and patterns of social interaction.

Effect of globalization is not only faster data transfer, But also lifestyles (Style the vie) and special activities are also spread, so that the native type of change. Such cultural change is how people spend their leisure time in a period of time has changed. In other words, globalization is also somewhat Leisure (moghaddas fard, 2008). Father of the new world of entertainment and leisure activities are an alternative. TV, music, internet, and computer games.... For example, the Internet can be cited as one of the great achievements of globalization. Internet, cyberspace leisure in the private sphere of the home, leisure and social conditions of the current day is highlighted more. (moghadas fard 2008)

Materials and Methods

This study observed the use of technology and emphasize the method has been put. The Studies of other method of do this research.

**Analysis of collected data**

Another example of this is the pool of leisure activities. Today it is the spatial center of illegal gambling leads to poor youth. Activities that have the ability to be architects of the author are other recommendations.

**Example of entry referred hospital based ??**

Very surprising and interesting finding was that the game that was originally designed as a single player game transformed into multiplayer game in the classroom. The social experience that the game provided motivated players a lot. In practice the game made the whole class to compete against the game as a group and it seemed that the actual player 3nd the followers were equally immersed in the game world. In other words the game gathered 3ll the students to run. Think and solve the tasks at the same time.

One interesting finding was that, if the students were disagreeing with each other, they stalled to justify and argue why then answer was right.

From learning point of view this kind of behavior is important and fruitful (Killi and Perttula ,2012). Youth cultures and leisure spaces acceptable to satisfy the variation characteristic of novelty seeking and consider them. Consumers are because leisure spaces that give meaning and contrasts between spaces and leisure activities of these spaces leads to inefficient that it is a two-way relationship as Mokhtari Sani and Mahasti quoted Peoples’ sense of well-being, relates to their built environment. The way buildings respond to their inhabitants’ physical and psychological needs are essential to give us a sense of self-worth, safety, and privacy. (Mokhtari Sani and Mahasti, 2012).

**From the third category involving opportunity, the perception of leisure**

Provision such as the facilities and equipment’s, may influence the participation more than the other form of provision. The access and location of leisure facilities represents an important aspect of leisure choice, (Dridea and Sztruten, 2011).

**CONCLUSION**

Today because of globalization huge change for people living and one of the important matter is spending the leisure time that is from the past the young and teenager playing a talking to each other. Today by fast growth of technology the main part of leisure time is spending as a single and by new tools from new modern world

The creation of new spaces for modern leisure activities along with other activities such that these spaces to meet the physical and mental benefits of leisure activities are targeted. so the Architects have to create identity residence after the globalization and create the places that is as the new way for answering the need of leisure time and having time for the views and develop social relationship and the psychology of this activities.
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